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About This Game

Vlad is an interactive graphic-novel with RPG elements where your decisions shape the outcome of your story. Each
playthrough offers a different experience and immersive story totalling two hours of content.

Features

 Three different classes to choose from.

 A morality system that unlocks special classes based on your decisions.

 The choices you make will make or break your stats, effecting how your story ends.

 An engrossing, gritty art style that immerses you in the world of Vlad the Impaler.

 Music by Kevin Riepl, composer for Gears of War and many other titles.

 Over 50 unique illustrated stories.

 Over 100 unique illustrations including weapons, characters, stories and more.

 Collectable Trading cards, badges and achievements.
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Story

The scent of murder hangs in the air. It is the year 1452 and a city under siege is desperate. You receive a letter, bearing the
king’s seal, begging for your help. A once beautiful, peaceful place is now a tormentor’s paradise; dark, bleak and heavy with

fear.

You venture along the road to your destination, determined to solve the mystery terrorizing the citizens of Istanbul. Thousands
of bodies line the roads, impaled on bloody poles, ravaged & torn, lying limp; faces contorted in anguish. If this is just the path

to the city, what lies within its walls?

A gruesome scene welcomes you; hollow sockets live where eyes once saw their murderer coming for them. Torsos of young
children ripped open, their bodies hung like criminals; blood filled pools in the Cistern house rotting bodies, throats cut, fingers

missing. Dank Catacombs lined with broken bones containing new members, heads daggered, burn marks over eyes. Blood
streaked Basilica walls, disembowelments and beheadings. The brutality is too much to bear. What – or who -is murdering the
innocent lives of these people!? You hunt through the night, intent on finding your foe, bringing an end to the grisly massacre.

As the Explorer, you have knowledge of the land; you are fast, on target and adventurous. You leave no stone unturned in your
pursuit. Will you be the enemy Spy or will you be the Emissary?

The Mage is skilled, wise and supernatural. Become the the high Priest who can be counted on to cast spells to protect the
people of Istanbul or choose to be the Sorcerer and release your inner demon fueling your thirst for destruction.

The Soldier; fierce, strong, and none better with a blade. Protecting people is your Knightly duty, with your feminine intuition &
compassionate heart leading you to do the right thing for the kingdom. But perhaps you would rather seek to unlock the dark

side and become the Assassin. The choice is yours; will you seek justice or wickedness?

Each character unlocks unique levels and secret weapons. Feel the weight of your decisions and change the story of your game
with each turn. Your actions will determine the future of your people, saving their souls or surrendering them to evil.

About the Developers

Section Studios brings you this action packed adventure, where your wits are just as important as your strength. We wanted to
create an experience that combined a unique visual style with thoughtful narrative and game play. We chose a world and

character that our team would feel passionate about reinventing with Vlad. By creating everything from story to artwork, we
were allowed to let our imaginations run wild and create something we all felt connected to.

As a studio that originated in the world of video games, we know what our audience wants because we ARE the audience.
Supernatural powers, an abundance of undead abominations and plenty of secret expeditions throughout the game, along with
awesome, gothic graphics, illustrations & challenges are what made this game something we were proud to work on – and very

excited to play.
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OS: Windows XP or Later
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R. Michalski\u2019s Lorelai is an emotional horror that tells a coming of age story of a young girl trying to escape her toxic
family. In Lorelai, we play a heroine who has everything she loves stripped away from her in the most brutal manner. However,
she does not intend to give up trying to reclaim what she lost. Instead, Lorelai goes to the afterlife and beyond to save those she
loves.

In Lorelai, our heroine must overcome a cycle of violence. John is her stepfather. He is an expat who, ever since the factory he
worked at was shut down, became an abusive and perverted alcoholic. He punches Lorelai\u2019s mother, wrangles their small
child, and sexually harasses Lorelai. These depictions are extremely graphic, often including a lot of gore. The handmade, two-
dimensional graphics are hyper realistic and grotesque, which makes this high level of brutality seem more personal.

Poverty, war, and drug abuse are the main cause for the graphic domestic abuse, depression, and suicide present in Lorelai. John
is an unemployed, alcoholic veteran. Al, an alcoholic chef, struggles to make ends. As a ghost, Lorelai has the option to save or
condemn Al to a life of misery. If we choose to aid Al, he\u2019ll go to AA. There, he\u2019ll share that he started drinking
because of how bad \u2018chef\u2019s wages\u2019 were, and that his drinking spiraled until he hit his wife, causing her to
have a miscarriage.

We observe the action in Lorelai from a side camera perspective. Even though the game is a 2D scroller, the art itself remains
astounding. It achieves this by mixes together hand-drawn sprites with some 3D backdrops. Scenes can contain multiple textures
and saturated colors. [1][2] In contrast, they can also feature a gory expos\u00e9 juxtaposed with striking matte blacks and
whites. [3] The camera also serves to carry a heavy symbol. There is interplay between certain camera angles and
Lorelai\u2019s emotional state.

Travel through various locations, solving riddles, avoiding enemies, and talk to friendly NPCs as the plot of Lorelai unfolds in a
non-linear fashion. The choices we make determine our Karma and which one of three different endings we will achieve.
However, regardless of the ending, in Lorelai\u2019s own words \u201cThis time the princess is the one who saves the
hero.\u201d

-----------------------------------

[1] Who am I?
[2] Rock, Saturation, and Water
[3] Beheaded. Great little puzzle game, the puzzle do require a bit of thinking but are not too challenging. A great balance which
can be hard to find sometimes.
The lack of instructions are thankfully not a hinderance, it is pretty intitive on how to move your characters. Nice music and art,
give you the feeling of being a alone in an empty world.. Basically a cooler Mario Maker for PC
Sign me up
. I always loved and played the games in the EA Skate franchise. Loved the controller scheme and with Skater XL, it took the
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controller scheme and made it 10x better. I can't think of any other words to use than I love this game.. The campaign is
absolutely worthless but playing a regular skirmish either hotseat or singleplayer makes it the best homm game since 3. The
multiplayer usually works but there are some bugs. If you dont want your whole campaign breaking, consider not playing
necropolis because after a while it will break. And somehow I still recommend this game because it is a great time.. Monkey
Island lovers, move over. There's a new dog in town! (Okay, I'll stop)

Originally, I played it just for the Summer Camp achievement. This game is fantastic! I'm not very good at Point & Click
Adventure games. My brain can't seem to move beyond that process of combining a "Gorilla" and a "Woman" to create a
"Monkey Wrench."

Jolly Rover isn't like that. There's layers of hints for your skill level. The puzzles make sense, the story never lags behind, and
it's a pretty funny game. It's actually the first adventure game I beat without looking up spoilers!. This game is unplayable on pc,
I have only played this game for an hour or more and I've been countering a few major bugs. The guns does not make sounds
when shooting, falling trough the ground, cutscene freezez while the sound is still on, the controller vibration does not work,
invisible walls, and a few smaller ones.. Paved Paradise

I work in a big city, glass, steel and concrete, that’s my environment.

Sure I live in the “leafy” suburbs, I see the occasional tree or patch of grass during my commute, but it’s quickly replaced by
high rise buildings, traffic and thousands of other suited and booted clones all bustling around doing “business things” and
generally getting in each others way.

Urban Ninja

To me, countryside is something you see rushing passed the window of a train, a blur of green glimpsed at the edge of my vision
whilst I sit, smart phone in hand, pretending I’m a ninja and that fruit is my mortal enemy.

I’m vaguely aware that some of the fruit I’m so deftly slicing with my virtual blade could well be growing in the real world fields
flashing passed the window, but only in the sense that I’m also vaguely aware that I’m not really a ninja.

Rural Recognition

Sometimes the fields change colour, yellows and browns instead of greens, different crops growing I guess but I couldn’t tell you
what they are.

I’m a little better at livestock, I can tell the difference between a cow and a chicken and I know they’re both tasty, but their
journey from blissful ignorance to yummy burger is something I don’t really want to think about, so I keep slicing the fruit and
eating the burgers as ignorant in my own way as the cattle idly watching the train rush by.

Trip to the Country

Spending vacation time in the countryside provides some pretty scenery; it helps fill a rural gap in your soul.
There are tractors trundling around with all sorts of alien looking machinery attached to them which probably have something to
do with converting the fields full of colourful plants into what you ate for breakfast.
It’s all very curious in the same “I don’t need to know” kind of way that a cow watching a train go past might be curious for a
moment and then go back to eating the grass. (Do cows eat grass or is that sheep?)

Cows Don’t Eat Sheep!

Sure, it’s a pleasant break, you come away rested and relaxed but likely still just as ignorant to the workings of the patchwork
fields that made up that rural vista you enjoyed so much.
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This is where Farming Simulator 2015 steps in, with all its clever rural knowledge, its open world countryside to explore and a
whole host of those strange “Farming Machines” for you to drive around, best of all, you don’t need to get up at 4am and put on
your wellingtons to enjoy it.
(Although you can... if it makes you happy!)

Pretty as a Picture

The Farming Simulator franchise has been around for a while now, each iteration bringing a new open world to explore, new
game mechanics and updated visuals.
I’m happy to say the latest outing doesn’t disappoint.
This is by far the most visually impressive Farming Simulator to date, the countryside is lush and colourful, the day and night
cycle is suitably impressive and the vehicles are all beautifully modelled.
(I used to think that if you’d seen one tractor, you’d seen them all – not so!)

Let’s Get Physical

Physics in the game have been updated too, this time around your vehicles will leave deep tire tracks in the mud, ploughing and
tilling soil will create troughs and ridges that you don’t want to get stuck in, we’re not talking “Spintires” levels of muddy terrain
here, but enough for you to notice its impact, The physics in Farming Simulator 2015 really do help add to the sense of realism
when driving around in the world.

And what a world it is, you get two maps with the game, one in beautiful Bjornholm which contains a built in tutorial to get
started working the land, the other is in wonderful Westbirdge, both maps are well designed and provide equally interesting open
worlds to explore.

FPS

For the uninitiated to the franchise, Farming Simulator is exactly what is says on the tin, A simulation of a working farm.

You start the game with your farmhouse, a few low end tractors, some basic machinery and a couple of fields.
From there you’ll be preparing the soil, planting and harvesting a variety of different crops and either using them yourself as a
resource for another farming related activity or more likely loading them onto a trailer, hooking it up to a tractor and driving it
to sell at market.

You can control each vehicle from a third or first person perspective depending on your preference and drive around the open
map to your hearts content (or at least until you run out of petrol).
You can hop out and walk around freely too. What we have here is an FPS (Farming Person Simulator).

Bovine Buddies

In addition to all the ploughing, seed sowing and harvesting of crops, which is much more fun than it sounds, there are several
other agriculturally related activities for you try your hand at.

Buying some livestock might be a good way to make some extra money; if you feel the need you could also just hang out with
them in their field and watch the sun set (and if you’re the person getting up at 4am with your galoshes on to play farming
simulator then I expect you’ll also be the one who feels that particular need.)

I’m a Lumberjack and I’m OK

Forestry has been introduced officially into this 2015 instalment too, so if you’ve always fancied yourself as a bit of a
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lumberjack then you can put on your chequered shirt, (not literally, my early rising, welly wearing friend of the cows.) grab your
chain saw and go ruin a trees day, no one will stop you, you’ve got a chainsaw!

Piggy Bank

So now you’ve dabbled in all these activities and you’ve got some money saved up, maybe it’s time to expand the business.
You could buy another field or two to increase your crop rotation, you could hire some workers so you don’t have to do
everything yourself too.

Another option might be to visit your friendly neighbourhood farming store and invest in some better machinery, your old
tractor is having troubling pulling a full trailer up the hill to the silos after all.

Farming Financials

The business tycoon element of the game is surprisingly comprehensive, the prices your produce will fetch at market will
fluctuate, if a crop isn’t fetching a fair price you might be able to put it to a better use or store it in a silo and wait for the market
to pick back up.

The locals never run out of odd jobs for you to do either, these missions pay relatively well when you’re just starting out as long
as you’ve got the right tools for the job.

4X

That’s farming simulator in a nutshell. You work the land, tend your animals, chop down the trees and try to make some honest
money.
Money which you can then invest in more land and more animals to make even more money, which you’ll need to pay for the
hired help and the extra machinery needed on your growing agricultural estate.

You “Explore”, “Expand” and “Exploit” the land, just don’t mention “Exterminate”, it worries the cows.

Escape to the Country

So whether you want to enjoy the management side of the game, the free drive option of taking a tractor for a spin GTA style or
just want an excuse to get up at the crack of dawn wearing nothing but wellingtons and a chequered shirt to watch the virtual
sunrise with your animated cow friends, this game is for you!
Farming Simulator 2015 is by far the best outing for the franchise and it really is an enjoyable, memorising game to play.

Take a trip to the country, you’ll learn something and its fun!

( To view the full review (and others) please take the time to visit http://www.review-well.com/ )
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now that the bug is fixed . the game is pretty good . its one of my childhood fav's .
eventhough there are many rts out there there are few unique ones . and this one stands out with respect to base building ,
resource management and squad system , it has its own learning curve and easy at that to . the base connection system makes the
game have important skirmishes and area control fights .
pros
- even though 2d the graphics are pretty good
- base and resource management
- unique and interesting races

cons
- the story has a lot of broken parts (non continuous , could not understand) and lore is kinda non existing
- path finding and managing units is kinda annoying sometimes
- needs balancing to airforce and some units (stalkers) (and fedral airforce kinda sucks {stupid hawks} )
- the terrain management is kinda bad . there is little height advantage like range or blocking incoming fire or fog of war on
cliffs ( this kinda annoys in campain )

but its an old game and overall its fun and new experience and worth the buy

previous -ve review :- what kind of stupid game is this .. stupid bugs all over .. units start to die when you select them .... and
when you search for a solution on the internet ... they say your game is non ligit .. well i didnt not know steam sold nonligit
games too .... Really fun 2d roguelike in the vein of nuclear throne or enter the gungeon

Shooting feels super good :D. A short free-form pshycological horror game. Some interesting elements. Worth at least one play
through. Controls could be better. Choices does not impact story. Interesting twist, but poorly executed. unless it was lost in
translation? Speaking of translations, voice over sounds like Google translate or Microsoft Sam. A bit like a cheap chocolate this
game, got a bit of a sugar rush, and then an after taste I would have wanted to avoid. You get what you pay for. 5/10 (below 5
woulld have been not recommended). Truly magical experience!. I got goose bumps all over when i was carried into space.
let all your family and friends experience this one. well worth the price.. I'll have two number nines, a number nine large, a
number six with extra dip, a number seven, two number forty-fives, one with cheese, and a large soda.. The videos are
360 videos recorded in stereoscopic 3D (so you get that sense of depth that VR can bring to the table) - very worth the watch!

Worth noting: several reviewers have complained that you need to be in VR to download the videos - but they've since updated
the software, and you can set the experiences to download in the background without VR, or the Cirque du Soleil app running..
To be honest, the story is rather dull and boring. The story is short and it doesn't take more than 30 minutes to finish. i like the
game concept but the graphic and artwork could use more work. the gameplay is nowhere good enough, i think it's a bit hard to
control. But overall, i think it's a good game for a free to play.

rate 6.7/10.

btw the main menu somehow confuse me thinking it was a visual novel. oh well.. Hands down one of the best FPS games ever
made. It never gets old.. Very Good Game. This route is good but a bit forgotten, i like having a drive on it from time to time. I
could need some thing to make it a bit more special. But not a bad DLC.
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